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3. GDANSK MARATHON RELAY RACE TERMS AND CONDITIONS 

THE ORGANIZER 

1) The organizer of the Marathon Relay Race during the 3. Gdansk Marathon (hereinafter referred to 
as Event) is Sport and Recreation City Centre in Gdansk, 80-221, on Traugutta 29. 

2) The Race Office (from 07.04.2017 to 09.04.2017) is located in AMBEREXPO Convention and 

Exhibition Centre on Zaglowa 11, 80-560 Gdansk (hereinafter referred to as AMBEREXPO) - hall 

B. 

THE AIM 

1) Popularization and promulgation of running as the simplest form of recreation. 
2) Promotion of the city of Gdansk in Poland and around the world. 

DATE, LOCATION, ROUTE 

1) The Event will take place on 09.04.2017 on the route of 3. Gdansk Marathon and it will start at 
9:15 after the 3. Gdansk Marathon begins. 

2) The event starts on Zaglowa and finishes in AMBEREXPO hall B. 
3) The organizer is allowed to change the date/location of the Event; however, the participants will be 

informed about such procedure through the website www.gdanskmaraton.pl at least 24 hours 
before the Event begins. Amendments concerning the abovementioned shall not result in any 
extra obligation towards the participants. 

4) The route length is 42,195 km and is attested by the Polish Athletic Association (hereinafter 

referred to as PAA).  

5) There are groups of four taking part in the Event (hereinafter referred to as Relay Teams), where 

every Participant is obliged to run a certain distance with a baton called the changeover. Every 

changeover ends when the Participant passing the baton to the next Participant in the changing 

area. 

6) Only Relay Teams that are officially registered, according to terms and conditions, can take part in 

the Event. 

7) The length of every changeover in the relay race: 
a) leg I – approx 16,5 km 
b) leg II – approx. 8 km 
c) leg III – approx. 10,3 km 
d) leg IV – approx. 7,4 km 

8) The route will be marked by vertical signs every 1 kilometer. 
9) The entire Event will be conducted on a paved surface. 
10) The Participants of the leg I stay in the last start area and then have a possibility to use provided 

bus transportation in order to leave the changeover area. 
11) The Participants of leg II, III and IV can use the bus transportation to and from the changeover 

areas which will be provided by the Organizer. Further information will be announced later. 

PARTICIPATION 

1) The Participant of the Event is a person who correctly registered the application form that can be 
found on the Organizer’s website: gdanskmaraton.pl, and who paid the entry fee on time. 

2) The Relay Team must consist of four Participants. One Participant cannot do more than one 
changeover in one Relay Team. One Participant can be a member of one Relay Team only. 

3) The Event has a limit of 200 Relay Teams. Race numbers distribution depends on order of the 
entry fee payments. 

4) Only those who turn 16 by 09.04.2017 are allowed to take part in the Event. All of the underage 
Participants must present a correctly filled in parents’ agreement. (Appendix no. 1 to Terms and 
Conditions). 

5) The Organizer does not foresee the disabled Participants using wheelchairs to take part in the 
Event. 
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6) The person who registers the Relay Team specifies the Team Captain (hereinafter referred to as 
Captain) in the application form. He must be the Participant of the Event and be the member of a 
Relay Team. 

7) Race card (hereinafter referred to as Race Card) of the Rely Team will be sent to an email 
addresses specified during the application process to the Captain at least a week before the 
Event. It will be the basis for the Relay Team verification and race pack collection. 

8) The length of every changeover and the Participants order specified and signed on the Race Card 
cannot be changed. The order of changeovers is defined on the race number. 

9) The Participants must obey the PAA rules and this Regulation.  
10) The organizer does not agree to sell collected race packs or to change the batons with chip 

between the Relay Teams under pain of being disqualified.  
11) The Organizer does not send the race packs to Participants’ home addresses. Race packs 

collection will be conducted under the Regulation.  
12) The Participants are obliged to abide by public order, security service and to respect other 

Participants. The Organizer is allowed to remove from the Event those Participants who do not 
abide by PAA rules or the Regulation. 

13) Race packs and batons for Relay Teams can be collected by the Captains or the person who is 
officially authorized to do so (Appendix no. 2 of Terms and Conditions) in the Race Office. 

14) The person who collects the race pack must carry an ID or a passport as well as printed and 
signed by every Relay Team member RACE CARD that will be sent to a Captain’s email address 
specified during the registration process. If the race pack is collected by other person, he/she 
needs to carry, except of all abovementioned documents, an authorization that is mentioned in 
item 13. 

15) The race pack collection is available only in the Race Office. The time of the Race Office operation 
is specified in the event schedule on the website gdanskmaraton.pl 

16) The Participant must place the race number in the front and in the back of a body trunk. The 

number must be visible. Covering or removing the number will result in disqualification.  

17) It is not allowed to be in the Event route without a valid race number. The Participants without a 

valid race number will be removed from the route by the staff. 

18) The Participant who takes part in the Marathon Relay Race cannot compete in a 3. Gdansk 

Marathon. 

19) The Organizer will make every effort to keep all the Participants informed through the audio 

system before the Event as well as during the race. It is advised not to use your own electronic 

devices with speakers so that you are able to hear the news from the Organizer and the judges.  . 

20) Providing your personal data and agreeing to process them is voluntary, but obligatory to be the 

part of the Event according to Terms and Conditions. Those who share their personal data have 

the right to access that information, change them and cancel the agreement to process them. 

Canceling the agreement to process one’s personal data will result in inability to participate in the 

Event. The Organizer can process the personal data in connection to the Event, but also with 

cooperation with other subjects to the extent necessary for the correct organization of the Event at 

all times. 

APPLICATION 

1) The Relay Team can be registered by one of the team members using an application form 
available on the website: www.gdanskmaraton.pl by 20.03.2017. 

2) For a Relay Team to be considered as registered, it is necessary to fill in the application form by 
one of the team members and to pay the entry fee, which price is specified in Terms and 
Conditions. The date of payment ought to be the date and the time recognized on the bank 
account of the Organizer. 

3) There is no possibility to register the Relay Team in the Race Office on the day of the Event.  

4) The Organizer reserves the right to provide additional race packs for invited Relay Teams. 

 
 
ENTRY FEE 

1) The entry fees for Relay Teams: 
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a) to 05.03.2017  – 319 PLN 
b) 06.03. do 20.03.2017  – 399 PLN 

Paying the entry fee is possible during the time of application process (to 20.03).or until depletion 
of the 200 race packs. 

2) On 08.04.2017, extra paid (10 PLN) Pasta Party will take place (hereinafter referred to as Pasta 
Party) in AMBEREXPO hall A from 1:00 to 6:00pm. Every Participant has an opportunity to sign in 
for Pasta Party only during the Relay Team registration process. There is no option to pay for the 
Pasta Party on the spot. In the event of registering and paying for the Pasta Party, the Participant 
will receive a coupon together with a race pack that entitles him/her to participate in Pasta Party.  

3) In the event of not paying the whole entry fee (i.e. by extending the payment deadline stated in  
Terms and Conditions) the Participant is obliged to even out the difference to the price that he/she 
was supposed to pay on the day of the last payment.  

4) The entry fee is not refundable or cannot be transferred to another Relay Team. 
5) The confirmation of paying the entry fee is the Relay Team name on the “Relay List of confirmed 

payment” 
6) The race numbers will be designated after the registration process is finished. 
7) All Participants of the Relay Race receive a race pack within the entry fee: a cotton t-shirt, the 

possibility to use refreshment points on the route, commemorative medal at the finish line, 
emergency services supervision, the possibility to use changing rooms, massage, storage facility 
during the Event and shower after the race. Moreover, every Relay Team receives one baton with 
chip that is used to measure the time, and is to be returned at the designated point on the finish 
line.  

8) The person who registers the Relay Team and wishes to receive an invoice for the entry fee shall 
mark the „invoice” option while applying, and provide all details that are necessary to issue an 
invoice. 

9) The Organizer does not take responsibility for missing the application form, the postal order or the 
bank transfer that was post office’s or bank’s fault.  

10) In justified cases, The Organizer might reconsider to change the personal data of one of the Relay 
Team members given during the application process for the personal data of another Relay Team 
member specified by the Captain. Only requests reported by 20.03.2017 by the Captain on the 
email address: info@gdanskmaraton.pl will be considered.  

11) After the abovementioned deadline, the change of the Participants’ personal data will only be 
possible on the race card sent to the address specified during the application process. You must 
report that fact to the staff while collecting the race packs with your race card in the Race Office. 
 

TIME MEASUREMENT AND TIME LIMITS  

1) Time measurement during the Event will be conducted by electronic system and PAA judges.  
2) The time of every Relay Team is measured by the chip placed in the baton that is forwarded to 

every Participant during each changeover. Losing the baton or lack of time measurement on one 
of the changeovers will result in Relay Team disqualification.   

3) There will be control time measurement point on the Event route. The Participant who cuts the 
way will be disqualified. Lack of time measurement in the control point might result in 
disqualification.  

4) Disqualification of the member of the Relay Team equals disqualification of the whole Relay 
Team.  

5) Relay Teams have total time limit of 5,5 hours and partial time limits for every changeover. The 
times of closing certain changeover areas:  
a) 1st changeover area will be closed at 12:00am – if the Participant of the first leg does not cross 
the mat in the 1st changeover area, the next Participant cannot start the race,   
b) 2nd changeover area will be closed at 12:40am - if the Participant of the second leg does not 
cross the mat in the 2nd changeover area, the next Participant cannot start the race,  
c) 3rd changeover area will be closed at 1:20pm - if the Participant of the third leg does not cross 
the mat in the 3rd changeover area the next Participant cannot start the race  

6) To classify the Relay Team, all team members must finish the race. What matters is the Relay 
Team total gross time. (Gross – starts when the starter shots).  

mailto:info@gdanskmaraton.pl
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REFRESHEMENT POINTS AND CHANGEOVER AREAS 

1) Nourishing points with water, isotonic beverages and bananas will be located at intervals every 
fifth kilometer, starting from the 5th km.  

2) Refreshment points with water supply will be located at interval every fifth kilometer, starting from 
the 7,5th km.  

3) Water boxes for watering sponges will be located in each point every 2,5 kilometer. 
4) Only one Participant of the Relay Team is allowed to remain in the changeover area. The 

Participants who finish their leg shall leave the changeover area immediately.  
5) In the changeover area, all participants are obliged to subordinate to the judges’ decision. 
6) The changeover area will be a separated passage where the following Participants will be waiting. 

The Participant can start his leg as soon as he gets the baton from the Participant of his Relay 
Team who finishes his leg.  

7) The Organizer does not provide a refreshment point in the changeover area. The Participants may 
leave their nutrients at their own risk. However, the items must be pasted and signed.  

8) In the event of running into another Participant, blocking his way or causing collision in a 
designated area of changeover, the guilty Participant may be punished with a warning, resulting in 
additional 5 min (yellow card) or disqualification (red card) from the Relay Team. 

9) The above sentence is not subjected to appeal or protest. 

CLASSIFICATIONS AND RESULTS 

1) The following classifications will be held during the Event:  

a) men (only men),  

b) women (only women), 

c) mixed (at least one person of different sex than others)  

2) General classification is based on gross time- counted from the starter shot.  

3) Unofficial results will be available after the Event finishes. 

4) Objections regarding the results will be collected until 11.04.2017 (Monday) until 3:00pm on the 

email address: info@gdanskmaraton.pl. Objections reported after the deadline will not be 

considered essentially. Objects will be considered within 72 hours. 

5) Only Relay Team Captain can file a charge. 

6) Final and official results will be published no later than on 14.04.2017  at 3:00pm.  

CHANGING ROOMS, STORAGE FACILITIES 

1) Changing rooms and storage facilities for the Participants will be located in AMBEREXPO at the 
marked spots.  

2) The storage facility will be open on the day of the Event at times stated in the event schedule, 
which is available on the website www.gdanskmaraton.pl 

3) The Participants leave their belongings that are packed in a deposit bag with a sticker of a race 
number on in the storage facility. Deposit bags and stickers are provided by the Organizer in a 
race pack. 

4) Returning the deposit bags will only be possible by presenting the race number.  
5) In the event of losing the race number, the deposit bag left in the storage facility will only be 

returned to the Participant after presenting an ID with a picture. 
6) Losing the race number by the Participant releases the Organizer from taking responsibility for 

returning the deposit bag to another person.  
7) The Organizer does not take the responsibility for the valuables left in the storage facilities.  

8) The Organizer does not provide any additional storage facilities in the changeover areas.  
 
PRIZES 

1) All Participants who reach the finish line will receive the commemorative medals (every Participant 
receives such a medal after finishing the changeover). 

2) For the 1st-3rd place in every category, the Participants will receive trophies. 

3) The medal ceremony for all categories will take place approx. at 1:45pm. 
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4) The Organizer reserves the right to introduce an extra category and additional prizes of his choice.  

FINAL PROVISIONS 

1) Only the Organizer of the Event has the right for binding and final interpretation of these Terms 

and Conditions. The Organizer makes the final decision in matters not stipulated in these Terms 

and Conditions. If any of these regulations are considered fully or partly invalid or impossible to 

execute, the rest of the regulation stays valid (fully or partly).  

2) The Participants declare that their personal data and health condition information, as stated in the 

application form, are complete and truthful. 

3) The Organizer does not take responsibility for possible collisions and accidents on the race route 

as a result of the Participant’s fault as well as for the accidents and fortuitous events occurred 

during the journey to and from the race.  

4) Every Participant takes part in the Event on his/her own responsibility. Forwarding the signed 

application form to the Organizer and paying the entry fee means that the Participant considered 

and assessed the character, range and risk level connected with the participation in the Event, 

including risk of an accident, body injury and physical trauma (including death) and material loss 

and voluntarily takes the risk.  

5) The Organizer and all the people acting on his behalf or with his authorization in connection to the 

Event organization shall not be responsible for any personal or property damage that occur 

before, during or after the Event.  

6) Every Participant will get an accident insurance while participating in the Event.   

7) The Participants agree to comply with these Terms and Conditions and regulations of 

AMBEREXPO. Participant’s signature on the race card confirms that he/she read the terms, is 

willing to participate in the Event and fully accepts the regulations. 

8) The Participants incur civil liability for all the damage caused by themselves to the other 

Participants and third parties.   

9) The Participant of the Event agrees to his/her personal data such as name, surname, address and 

date of birth being publicly announced and placed on the result list.  

10) The Organizer and Partners of the Event and 3. Gdansk Marathon are entitled to use the image, 

expressions and personal data of the individual Participant taking part in certain stages of the 

Event and 3. Gdansk Marathon. Moreover, the image and data will be used in the promotional 

materials and connected events (press, radio, TV, Internet, visual materials). The Participants are 

not entitled to receive any further gratification, and in particular any remuneration for the use of the 

image, expressions and personal data of an individual Participant. 

11) Inacquaintance with the Terms and Conditions of the Event does not absolve Participant from 

behaving by the rules. 

12) The Organizer reserves the right to make amendments in the Terms and Conditions at any time.  

13) Animals are not allowed on the Event route.  

14) The participants are not allowed to bring drugs, illicit substances, doping or alcohol of any kind. It 

is forbidden to use such substances before, during and after the race under the threat of 

disqualification. If the Participant violates the rule, the Organizer reserves the right not to allow the 

Participant to take part in the race or to disqualify him/her.  

15) The Participant is not allowed to use any kind of help specified in the athletic competition rules, 

such as the assistance of a person who does not participate in the Event, and who runs with the 

Participant or rides a bike next to him/her.  

16) The Organizer provides a medical service only for the Participants on the race route from the 

moment of start until the official closing of the Event within the time limit and in AMBEREXPO till 

3:00pm. The Organizer does not cover medical expenses that are not included in the medical 

provision of the Event. 

17) The decisions made by the Medical Coordinator or medical services about the Participant’s 

participation in the Event are irrevocable and final for the Participant. Not obeying the medical 

services advices will result in disqualification.   

18) The Participants of the Event are obliged to act by the orders given by the Police Officers, City 

Guards, judges and staff services that secure the Event. 
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Appendix no. 1 – Parents’/ legal guardians’ agreement 

 

PARENTS’/LEGAL GUARDIANS’ AGREEMENT 
 
 
I hereby agree to my child/ foster child: 
 

……………………………………………………………………………………………………. 
(child/ foster child name and surname); 
 
Participation  in the Marathon Relay Race during 3. Gdansk Marathon (hereinafter referred to as Race) that will take place on 
09.04.2017  and is organized by the city of Gdansk and Sport and Recreation City Centre in Gdansk  on Traugutta 29, 80-221 
Gdansk (hereinafter referred to as MOSiR). 
 
I declare that: 
- I know the purpose, character and regulations of the Race, 
- there is no medical or behavioral contraindications that might impede or restrict my child/ foster child participation in the Race, 
- I agree to use and distribute my child’s/ foster child’s image as well as his/her personal data by MOSiR due to the promotion 
and marketing actions connected with the organization and conduction of the Race and all the events related to the Race, 
especially in the press, radio, TV, Internet and visual materials ,  
-  I agree to have my child’s/ foster child’s personal data processed for the purpose of the Event under the Data Protection Act 
1997 (Dz.U. 2014 r., no 1182 as amended), 
- I agree to have the Race results announced in public, as well as to have my child’s/ foster child’s personal data (name and 
surname) announced in public. 
 
 
Child’s parents/ foster parents signatures: 
 
 
Submitted on ……………………………………………………….. 
 
in ……………………………………………………………………… 
 
 
Name and surname of a parent/ foster parent 
 
Domiciled ……………………………………………………………………. 
 
ID number …………………… series ……………… 
 
......................................................................................................... 
 
Legible signature 
 
.......................................................................................................... 
 
 
Name and surname of a parent/ foster parent 
 
Domiciled ……………………………………………………………………. 
 
ID number …………………… series ……………… 
 
......................................................................................................... 
 
Legible signature 
 
.......................................................................................................... 
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Appendix no. 2- race pack collection authorization 

 

 

 
AUTHORIZATION 
 
I, the undersigned 
 
…………………………………………………………………………………….. 
 
(Team Captain…………………………………………………………………) 
 
with ID no........................................................................... 
 
hereby authorize 
Mr/Ms................................................................................................................................. 
 
 
with ID no.................................................... 
  
to collect a race pack for the Marathon Relay Race during the 3. Gdansk Marathon.  
Please, find attached the copy of ID and signed statement. 
 
 
Authorizing person: 
  
 
….…………………………………….....................         ………………………………………..  
Name and surname       Legible signature  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
STATEMENT 
 
I inform that I know the regulations and I agree to be bound by every term and condition of it. 
I hereby declare that I am able to participate in the Marathon Relay Race during 3. Gdansk Marathon 
and I will compete at my own responsibility. Furthermore, I certify that the collected race pack will not 
be forwarded/ sold to third parties. 
 
 
 
 
….………………………………………………….              …………………………………………. 
Name and surname      Legible signature  


